members a striking remark made to him ten years ago by a knowledgeable man, not a South African, "Survival of wild life is surer south of the Limpopo than north of the Zambesi." Translocation of the square-lipped rhinoceros to reserves north of the Zambesi, and the scientific development of the techniques of immobilisation (so conspicuously by Harthoorn) are matters of greatest promise for survival of Africa's wild life farther north. The nene goose of Hawaii still carries a white card, but its status is happier than it was in 1948, thanks to rearing in captivity, in which project the Wildfowl Trust took such a pioneer part.
These books are necessarily expensive, but if they are used they will be a good buy, and the price includes the cost of replacement sheets up to December, 1970. If they are used they will be creating up-to-date interest and helping to achieve what we so earnestly desire. These are books which will be constantly new and important.
F. FRASER DARLING
The Alien Animals: the story of imported wildlife, by George Laycock. Doubleday, New York, $4.95.
More and more people are becoming interested in man's own contribution to local faunas in various parts of the world, the innumerable animals he has accidentally or deliberately introduced in various countries outside their natural range. So far there have been a number of books on introduced animals in geographically restricted areas, such as Niethammer's on Europe, Clark's on New Zealand, and my own on the British Isles, but I do not know of any general survey on a world-wide basis in book form other than Charles Elton's, which deals with general principles rather than individual instances. George Laycock's book is therefore most welcome, although its popular and readable approach to the subject still leaves the field open for a definitive survey not only of the major successful introductions throughout the world, but also of the policy implications of all this. For make no mistake, an enormous number of animals are going to be shifted around the world in the next fifty years, and some faunas, especially in North America and the USSR, will be changed beyond recognition.
RICHARD FITTER
Animal Behaviour, by Niko Tinbergen and the Editors of Life. Time-Life International, 32s. 6d.
This is the latest volume of the Life Nature Library to be published in this country, and those who have seen the others will have some idea of what to expect-splendid pictures, extremely attractive layout, highly instructive, yet generally simple, diagrams in colour; in short, the combination of the techniques of Life, the National Geographic Magazine, and the Scientific American. The result is a book which can be strongly recommended to anyone who wants a quick, easy and authoritative introduction to the study of ethology. It should be particularly valuable for the higher forms of schools and for the very elementary university student, although the expert also will sometimes pick up facts of significance, often put in a new and arresting manner. It must, however, be realised that the statement on the title page, that the book is by Niko Tinbergen and the Editors of Life, is a statement of fact. The primary emphasis of the book is on pictures and diagrams, with Book Reviews the result that of its 200 pages only about 40% consists of letterpress. Both the presentation and the National Geographic style of writing throughout bear clear evidence of the influence of Tinbergen's anonymous collaborators. The result is a book which is outstandingly clear and simplewhich in these days of scientific jargon is praise indeed-but much has been sacrificed for this form of presentation. There is perhaps an overemphasis on the spectacular, and the letterpress is at times compressed to the point where full intelligibility is almost impossible; indeed in places real misunderstandings can arise.
As an example: pages 140-141 are devoted to nine photographs of a circus-type performance of the white rat, entitled "Tests for Thinking Rats." The descriptive matter is little more than 100 words, and the general implication is that the learning achievement displayed in the photographs is of such a high grade as to bring these creatures as "thinkers" into the class of man and the apes. The juxtaposition of the pictures, and the lack of full descriptive matter, gives an entirely false impression of the results of a piece of work carried out nearly 40 years ago, reference to which will be found in none of the standard text books on the subject, and which is not given in this book. This is an example where the 'hotted up' presentation could lead the inexperienced badly astray. One feels that in such cases the first author must have been hustled by his associates. But considered as propaganda aimed at the young, and the layman and the novice for what the authors somewhat misleadingly single out for description as an "infant Science," it is superb.
W. H. THORPE
On Aggression, by Konrad Lorenz. Methuen, 30s.
One day this book will qualify Lorenz for the Nobel Peace Prize. It is much more than another book on animal behaviour, important though it is as such. For man is still an animal in much of his behaviour, which is instinctive to a degree to which we have not yet begun to face up. At least political man has not; advertising man knows it well enough and cashes in.
Lorenz's main thesis is that man's aggressive instincts were worked into his nature in the long millennia when they were vitally necessary to his survival. In fact, had they not evolved, we should not be here today. But unless we can find some means of neutralising them, we may not be here tomorrow. For unchecked aggressive instincts just will not do in a world where the means of aggression have become literally capable of exterminating mankind. This last situation works against the whole course of evolution, which has been concerned to ritualise aggression so that the species is not endangered. To some extent man does already ritualise his aggression in competitive sport and other ways, but nationalism is still not adequately satisfied by winning the World Cup, and anyway only one nation at a time can do this.
Lorenz ends his book with an "avowal of optimism," in which he expresses his belief that before very long everybody, not just a handful of behaviour scientists, will accept the basic facts about human aggression and the need to pursue every possible way of diverting, ritualising or neutralising this ancient once good but now bad pattern of behaviour. The more widely this fine book is read, the sooner this happy day will arrive.
